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In a previous paper, we presented new difference-differential equations,
and studied their N-soliton solution, elliptic function solutions, and 1-soli-
w xton solution under a nonvanishing boundary condition at the infinity 1 . In
this note, we present new special solutions for the above equations which
cannot be obtained from known solutions through the transformation. We
also study the corresponding physical solutions for the new equations
derived from the above equations through seven different transformations.
Recently, Shabat and Yamilov have presented various new solvable differ-
w xence-differential equations 2]4 . We also make reference to the connec-
tion between their equations and our transformed equations.
 .  . w xFirst, we remark that Eqs. 1.7 , 2.3 of 1 are rewritten through the
’  .transformation i ª n, u ª 2 q 2 u , ¨ ª 1 q ¨ r2 in the formsi n i n
21r2 1r22u s 2 u y u u r u u y 1 q u u y 1 , 1 .  .  .  .Çn ny1 nq1 n ny1 n n nq1
¨ s 2 ¨ y ¨ 1 q ¨ 2 r ¨ q ¨ ¨ q ¨ . 2 .  .  .  .Ç  .n ny1 nq1 n ny1 n n nq1
 . w x  .  .Equation 2.2 of 1 , giving a relation between 1 and 2 , is also
rewritten in the form
¨ 2 s u u y 1, 3 .n ny1r2 nq1r2
 .and consequently 1 becomes
22u s 2 u y u u r ¨ q ¨ . 4 .  .  .Çn ny1 nq1 n ny1r2 nq1r2
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 .  .As such types of solutions for 1 , 2 that are underivable from known
ones, we present the equations
u s " cos x q cosh u rsin kr2 sinh u , 5 .  .  .  .1n
¨ s " cos x q cos kr2 cosh u rsin kr2 sinh u , 6 .  .  .  .2n
where
x s k n q v t q d , 7 .
and u is an arbitrary parameter.
 .  .  .We find that 5 , 6 automatically satisfy 3 .
 .  .  .Substituting 5 , 6 into 4 , we find the dispersion relation
v s y2 tan kr2 . 8 .  .
 .  .In the following, we present the new equations derived from 1 , 2
through seven different transformations, and discuss their physical solu-
tions.
Transformation 1. u ª iu , ¨ ª i¨ .n n n n
 .  .This transformation converts 1 , 2 into
21r2 1r22u s 2 u y u u r 1 q u u q 1 q u u , 9 .  .  .  .Çn ny1 nq1 n ny1 n n nq1
¨ s 2 ¨ y ¨ 1 y ¨ 2 r ¨ q ¨ ¨ q ¨ . 10 .  .  .  .Ç  .n nq1 ny1 n ny1 n n nq1
’ .  .Equation 9 is also obtained by assuming m s 0, h s 2 in Eqs. 18 ,
 . w x19 of 2 .
 .  .  .The corresponding physical solutions are derived from 5 , 6 , 8
through the transformation u ª iu to become
u s . cos x q cos u rsin kr2 sin u , 11 .  .  .  .1n
¨ s . cos x q cos kr2 cos u rsin kr2 sin u , 12 .  .  .  .2n
v s y2 tan kr2 . 13 .  .
 .  .Under the assumption u s pr2, 11 , 12 give the solutions
. u s . ¨ s cos xrsin kr2 . 14 .  .  .  .1 2n n
 .n  .nTransformation 2. u ª y1 u , ¨ ª y1 ¨ .n n n n
 .  .  .This transformation converts 1 into 9 , and 2 into
¨ s 2 ¨ y ¨ 1 q ¨ 2 r ¨ y ¨ ¨ y ¨ . 15 .  .  .  .Ç  .n ny1 nq1 n ny1 n n nq1
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 .Equation 15 is also obtained by assuming
Q q s y2 q2 y 2 16 .  .n n
 . w x  . w xin Eq. 26 of 3 and Eq. IV a of 4 .
 .  .  .The corresponding physical solutions are derived from 5 , 6 , 8
through the transformation k ª k q p to become
n
u s " cos x q y1 cosh u rcos kr2 sinh u , 17 .  .  .  .1n
n¨ s " cos x y y1 sin kr2 cosh u rcos kr2 sinh u , 18 .  .  .  .  .2n
v s 2 cot kr2 . 19 .  .
 .n  .nTransformation 3. u ª y1 iu , ¨ ª y1 i¨ .n n n n
 .  .This transformation converts 1 into itself and 2 into
¨ s 2 ¨ y ¨ 1 y ¨ 2 r ¨ y ¨ ¨ y ¨ . 20 .  .  .  .Ç  .n nq1 ny1 n ny1 n n nq1
 .Equation 20 is also obtained by assuming
Q q s y2 q2 q 2 21 .  .n n
 . w x  . w xin Eq. 26 of 3 and Eq. IV a of 4 .
 .We remark here that 20 is derived from the new difference-differential
equation
w s w q w w y 4 r w y w 22 .  .  .Çn ny1 nq1 n ny1 nq1
through the transformation
¨ s " w w y 1 . 23 .  . .3n ny1r2 nq1r2
 .  .The corresponding physical solutions for u , ¨ are derived from 5 , 6 ,n n
 .8 through the transformation u ª iu , k ª k q p to become
n
u s . cos x q y1 cos u rcos kr2 sin u , 24 .  .  .  .1n
n¨ s . cos x y y1 sin kr2 cos u rcos kr2 sin u , 25 .  .  .  .  .2n
v s 2 cot kr2 . 26 .  .
 .  .Under the assumption u s pr2, 24 , 25 give the solutions
. u s . ¨ s cos xrcos kr2 . 27 .  .  .  .1 2n n
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The solution for w under the same assumption readsn
1r2’w s " 2 cos xr2 r cos kr2 , 28 .  .  .  .4n
in which the choice of signs must satisfy the condition
. " 1 s 1. 29 .  .  .2 3
Transformation 4. u ª 1ru , ¨ ª 1r¨ .n n n n
 .  .This transformation converts 1 , 2 into
u s 2 u y u u .Çn ny1 nq1 n
21r2 1r2r u 1 y u u q u 1 y u u , 30 .  .  . 5nq1 ny1 n ny1 n nq1
¨ s 2 ¨ y ¨ ¨ 2 1 q ¨ 2 r ¨ q ¨ ¨ q ¨ . 31 .  .  .  .Ç  .n ny1 nq1 n n ny1 n n nq1
 .  .  .The corresponding physical solutions are derived from 5 , 6 , 8 to
become
u s " sin kr2 sinh ur cos x q cosh u , 32 .  .  .  .1n
¨ s " sin kr2 sinh ur cos x q cos kr2 cosh u , 33 .  .  .  .2n
v s y2 tan kr2 . 34 .  .
 .In 33 , k must satisfy the condition
< <cos kr2 ) sech u 35 .  .
in order that ¨ is nonsingular.n
Transformation 5. u ª iru , ¨ ª ir¨ .n n n n
 .  .This transformation converts 1 , 2 into
u s 2 u y u u .Çn ny1 nq1 n
21r2 1r2r u 1 q u u q u 1 q u u , 36 .  .  . 5nq1 ny1 n ny1 n nq1
¨ s 2 ¨ y ¨ ¨ 2 1 y ¨ 2 r ¨ q ¨ ¨ q ¨ . 37 .  .  .  .Ç  .n ny1 nq1 n n ny1 n n nq1
’ .  .Equation 37 is also obtained by assuming m s 2 , h s 0 in Eqs. 18 ,
 . w x19 of 2 .
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 .  .  .One of the corresponding physical solutions is derived from 5 , 6 , 8
through the transformation k ª ik , v ª iv, d ª id to become
u s . sinh kr2 sinh ur cosh x q cosh u , 38 .  .  .  .1n
¨ s . sinh kr2 sinh ur cosh x q cosh kr2 cosh u , 39 .  .  .  .2n
v s y2 tanh kr2 . 40 .  .
 .  .  .By taking the limit x ª x " u , u ª `, 38 ] 40 give the different5
solutions
u s . 1r2 sinh kr2 1 . tanh xr2 , 41 .  .  .  .  .  .1 5n
¨ s . 1r2 tanh kr2 1 . tanh x . f r2 , 42 4 .  .  .  .  .  . .2 5 5n
in which
f s log cosh kr2 . 43 .  .
 .  .Another physical solution is derived from 5 , 8 through the transfor-
mation k ª ik q p , v ª iv, d ª id , u ª iu to become
n
u s . cosh kr2 sin ur y1 cosh x q cos u , 44 .  .  .  .1n
v s y2 coth kr2 . 45 .  .
 .Under the assumption u s pr2, 44 gives the solution
n
u s . y1 cosh kr2 sech x . 46 .  .  .  .1n
 .n  .nTransformation 6. u ª y1 ru , ¨ ª y1 r¨ .n n n n
 .  .  .This transformation converts 1 into 36 , and 2 into
¨ s 2 ¨ y ¨ ¨ 2 1 q ¨ 2 r ¨ y ¨ ¨ y ¨ . 47 .  .  .  .Ç  .n ny1 nq1 n n ny1 n n nq1
 .Equation 47 is also obtained by assuming
Q q s y2 q4 y 2 q2 48 .  .n n n
 . w x  . w xin Eq. 26 of 3 and Eq. IV a of 4 .
 .  .  .The corresponding physical solutions are derived from 5 , 6 , 8
through the transformation k ª k q p to become
n
u s " cos kr2 sinh ur cos x q y1 cosh u , 49 .  .  .  .1n
n¨ s " cos kr2 sinh ur cos x y y1 sin kr2 cosh u , 50 .  .  .  .  .2n
v s 2 cot kr2 . 51 .  .
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 .In 50 , k must satisfy the condition
< <sin k r2 ) sech u 52 . .
in order that ¨ is nonsingular.n
 .n  .nTransformation 7. u ª y1 iru , ¨ ª y1 ir¨ .n n n n
 .  .  .This transformation converts 1 into 30 , and 2 into
¨ s 2 ¨ y ¨ ¨ 2 1 y ¨ 2 r ¨ y ¨ ¨ y ¨ . 53 .  .  .  .Ç  .n ny1 nq1 n n ny1 n n nq1
 .Equation 53 is also obtained by assuming
Q q s 2 q4 y 2 q2 54 .  .n n n
 . w x  . w xin Eq. 26 of 3 and Eq. IV a of 4 .
 .  .  .One of the corresponding physical solutions is derived from 5 , 6 , 8
through the transformation k ª ik , v ª iv, d ª id to become
n
u s . y1 sinh kr2 sinh ur cosh x q cosh u , 55 .  .  .  .  .1n
n¨ s . y1 sinh kr2 sinh ur cosh x q cosh kr2 cosh u , 56 .  .  .  .  .2n
v s y2 tanh kr2 . 57 .  .
 .  .  .By taking the limit x ª x " u , u ª `, 55 ] 57 give the solutions6
n
u s . y1 1r2 sinh kr2 1 . tanh xr2 , 58 .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 6n
n¨ s . y1 1r2 tanh kr2 1 . tanh x . f r2 , 59 4 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .2 6 6h
in which
f s log cosh kr2 . 60 .  .
 .  .Another physical solution is derived from 5 , 8 through the transfor-
mation k ª ik q p , v ª iv, d ª id , u ª iu to become
n
u s . cosh kr2 sin ur cosh x q y1 cos u , 61 .  .  .  .1n
v s y2 coth kr2 . 62 .  .
 .Under the assumption u s pr2, 61 gives the solution
u s . cosh kr2 sech x . 63 .  .  .1n
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